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The Archaeological Sites and Monuments of Scotland. Edinburgh, RCAHMS.

Doon Hill: 3 diagrams of structures: 1) two structures, 2) area (with pencil marks) 3) halls A and B.

Dumbarton Publication Drawings: 1) Description of illustrations 2) 16 diagrams and maps (4 maps of Scotland, rest diagrams (some cross-section).

Kinnelhead and Drannandow: Maps of Kinnelhead sites (1-4, 6) and Drannandow (5, 7), with natural features, structures. Paper, some sellotaped together and fragile.

North of Scotland Archaeological Services.

Round House & Compass Circles: 2 diagrams 1) on left has concentric circles, probably done with compass, with numbers 2) on right plan of Round house (?) P2 with numbers and word 'Deu . . . . . '
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